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The social intelligenceThe social intelligence  to succeed any social situation. Fit in anywhere, build to succeed any social situation. Fit in anywhere, build
rapport, and rapport, and win people overwin people over ..

If you (1) have trouble connecting with people beyond small talk, or (2) are often left speechless and dumbfounded on

how to handle certain people and situations, that feeling of dread isn’t something you have to live with. ImproveImprove

Your People skillsYour People skills is your key to social intelligence and the better relationships to enrich your life that will inevitably

follow. 

Become a Become a “social butterfly”“social butterfly” and  and “people person.”“people person.”

Improve Your People SkillsImprove Your People Skills is a book of action that allows you to truly understand others and speak their language,

no matter what it is. You’ll learn how to apply great charm to make new friends and engage old ones. It will

fundamentally change your approach to people and give you the specific phrases and tools for change. It goes beyondbeyond

emotional intelligenceemotional intelligence and gives you a blueprint for interaction.
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Become a captivating, comforting, and desired presence.Become a captivating, comforting, and desired presence.

Whether it’s winning at work politics, making new friends, or strengthening current relationships, people skills are

your quickest and surest route to success – no matter the situation. 

Patrick King is an internationally bestselling author and sought-after social skills coach and trainer. He knows

firsthand the value of people skills because they rescued him from lackluster grades and jumpstarted his career – thethe

value of “just fitting in anywhere” cannot be understated.value of “just fitting in anywhere” cannot be understated.

Handle any situation smoothly – even confrontations.Handle any situation smoothly – even confrontations.

•Why self-interests matter, and what secondary self-interests are.

•How to reform the toxic social habits you probably have.How to reform the toxic social habits you probably have.

•Uncover your rapport-killing assumptions and mental leaps.

•Bad listening and effective listening.Bad listening and effective listening.

Build trust and create emotional connections.Build trust and create emotional connections.

•Emotional intelligence – how it really helps you.

•Whether you are a member of the Belief Police.Whether you are a member of the Belief Police.

•The truth about childhood and ancient wisdom about connecting with people.

•The underrated value of simply shutting your mouth more.The underrated value of simply shutting your mouth more.

People skills open the doors for your life in a way that literally nothing elsePeople skills open the doors for your life in a way that literally nothing else
can.can.

The world is not a meritocracy – a startling realization for most, but a happy epiphany for those with people skills.

Technical skills can almost always be learned, but people skills are rare and valuable. Create massively successfulCreate massively successful

relationships anywhere.relationships anywhere.

Are you leading people in the office, or just mingling at a party? What about just hanging out and relaxing at your

friend’s place? No matter what, the people who matter are the ones with people skills.No matter what, the people who matter are the ones with people skills. Your relationships will

improve greatly, you’ll be able to accomplish what you want far more easily, and you’ll never allow people to feel

awkward or uncomfortable. When you speak, people will sit up and listen.

Become the ultimate people person andBecome the ultimate people person and
social butterfly: click the BUY NOW buttonsocial butterfly: click the BUY NOW button
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